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Torrey Green case 
prompts response 
from university 
president
Something is 
wrong
By Logan Jones
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER
Interviewed By Katherine Taylor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER
By Jordan Floyd
NEWS STAFF WRITER
The Tribune published its initial article about 
the sexual assault cases on July 21. It recounted 
the harrowing experiences of four women who 
alleged they were sexually assaulted by Green, 
of which three pointedly accused the universi-
ty and local authorities of doing little to deal 
with or resolve their individual cases. The arti-
cle claims the university “never fully investi-
gated the allegations or sanctioned [Green], 
who has now graduated.” 
A subsequent article, published on July 29, 
File Photo
Utah State University president Stan Albrecht sent a letter to the faculty and staff of USU outlining the findings of an inquiry into how the university handles 
reports of sexual assault
see “Green” PAGE 5
see “Humans” PAGE 5see “Wrong” PAGE 5
“Last summer, I was sexually abused by a 
person that I trusted, who was also very ma-
nipulative. Like any abusive situation, it took a 
while to get out of it, and even once I was out 
of it, it still stuck with me. It’s taken a lot of 
conscious work and effort to feel this recov-
ered. 
SAAVI was great. I didn’t go to them until 
about six months after it happened. I wish I 
went to them right away. All the other agen-
cies that I’d worked with seemed to have an 
idea of how I should do something — they 
mapped out my routes and stuff, but they 
‘SAAVI believed 
in me’:
An interview with a victim of 
sexual assault
As a result of an internal review Utah State 
University began to conduct in late July, the 
university publicly released a list of eight rec-
ommendations and review findings Wednes-
day that aim to improve the “response and 
prevention of sexual assault” on the universi-
ty’s campus. 
Namely, the recommendations call for the 
creation of a new permanent coordinating 
committee that will be charged to “ensure ef-
fective implementation of investigation and 
adjudication processes, training for faculty 
and staff, education of students, prevention 
efforts, and other related Title IX compliance 
efforts.” 
The recommendations also detail efforts to 
expand avenues for USU students in the areas 
of sexual assault training and education, inte-
grate Maxient software--which will stream-
line record keeping of sexual assault reports 
between university offices--and conduct cam-
pus climate surveys to create discussion about 
the university’s endeavors to handle and elim-
inate sexual assault issues on its campus. 
Arriving on the tail end of a pair of articles 
published by The Salt Lake Tribune in July 
about four off-campus sexual assaults alleged-
ly committed by USU student-athlete Torrey 
Green, the review and its recommendations 
provide a response to scrutiny the university 
faced as a result of the Tribune’s reporting. 
Its response was direct.
The review concluded that no individual at 
the university discouraged the women in the 
Green sexual assault cases from reporting the 
assault or pursuing an investigation, no evi-
dence of “university wrongdoing” was hidden 
or withheld and that the university’s athletics 
department did not treat Green preferentially. 
I’ll admit, I’ve fallen into a nasty habit this 
summer of turning away when an excessively 
uncomfortable story breaks. I skim over it, 
scroll past it or close the laptop entirely, just to 
avoid that awful feeling you get when tragedy 
stares you in the face. One subject in particular 
seems to poison the air in the room, weighing 
it down with a convincing feeling that the 
world is no more than a dark, sorrow-filled 
place.
However, burying oneself beneath offseason 
football news and Twitter and other summer-
time nonsense won’t make the plague that is 
sexual assault go away — a fact our own uni-
versity has, unfortunately, failed to grasp.
The Salt Lake Tribune reported last week 
that four women accused the same USU stu-
dent of sexual assault in the past year. Three 
A  R E A L 
P R O B L E M
announced the university’s review and an ad-
ditional review that would be conducted by 
Cache County. 
The university published a release on Aug. 9 
defending its practices in maintaining the 
wellbeing of its students. 
“Despite numerous media and other allega-
tions to the contrary, I would like to make one 
thing clear: Utah State University, its adminis-
tration, and its faculty and staff share an abso-
lute commitment to the well-being of our stu-
dents. I think I can say unequivocally that in 
everything we do, we are guided by the princi-
ple that student welfare, in all aspects, is, and 
always will be, our most important mission 
and concern as a university,” USU president 
Stan Albrecht wrote in the release.
Albrecht prefaced Wednesday’s release and 
recommendations by setting change into mo-
tion in the way the university handles sexual 
assault, stating, “I am committed to imple-
menting these recommendations quickly, and 
contacted the school itself, two have dropped 
out entirely to get away from him, and — in a 
twist as sick as it is predictable — no justice 
has been served. 
Adding several layers of complexity to these 
events is the recent revelation that the alleged 
offender in question is Torrey Green, a prom-
ising former USU football player currently 
trying to make a name for himself in the NFL.
Somewhat understandably, people took this 
news and ran with it. It’s an emotional subject. 
We hurt. We’ve all seen the story before. Some 
big-time athlete does some unimaginable 
thing, coaches and administrators shove it un-
der the rug, NCAA investigations and sanc-
tions follow, and so on. But while the fact that 
Green was an athlete at USU is significant, 
perhaps we should all be focusing on a more 
concerning aspect of this whole catastrophe.
Sexual assault is a nightmare. It’s a crime that 
leaves victims feeling afraid, powerless, and 
hopeless. Talking about the experience with 
others can be as traumatic as the assault itself. 
Re-living an attack is nothing short of terrify-
ing, yet something four of our fellow students 
were willing to do in order to find some degree 
of justice, or closure, or peace of mind. That’s 
why this stings —
“The most disturbing part of all of this is ... I 
don’t feel like I have to go after my rapist to 
get justice for what he did to me,” she said. “I 
feel like I have to go after the people who were 
supposed to get the justice for me.”
Consider what she’s saying for a moment. 
Really think about it. The idea that someone 
could go feel so afraid, be brave enough to go 
to authorities both at the university and at the 
local police department, and still feel unheard 
and unsupported is not something we will 
stand for. Not at this newspaper, and not at 
this school.
Whatever the chain of command exists cur-
rently is flawed. That’s a fact whether Green is 
innocent or guilty — the problem is we don’t 
know what he is, because nobody took these 
women seriously enough to bother finding 
out.
Editor’s note: In light of recent events, the front page of this issue of the Utah Statesman is fo-
cused on sexual assault. The Utah State community has not been immune. A former student was 
recently accused of multiple cases of assault. Though not charged with a crime, the allegations 
have prompted outrage, heartache and inquiries into how reports of sexual assault are handled. 
It falls on us as a community to make the difference. Nothing will change until we, as individu-
als and a society, change.
Augmented reality offers new way to shop for furniture
Judge in Stanford sex trial to no longer hear criminal cases
Senate race reveals deep divide on gun control
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By Jennifer Van Grove
THE SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE
By Tracey Kaplan
THE MERCURY NEWS
By Maggie Ybarra
MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU
SAN DIEGO (Tribune News Service) — Close 
your eyes. Can you picture that sofa you’re 
coveting in your living room? Now, open your 
eyes and pull out your phone — because edgy 
furniture stores are giving you a tool that’s 
more accurate than imagination.
It’s called augmented reality. And all you need 
is a smartphone or tablet.
Take Jerome’s augmented reality experience, 
which launched at the end of the June. The San 
Diego-based furniture chain now lets custom-
ers click a “see it in your home” button listed 
alongside products on its website. That action 
will launch a mobile app that allows people to 
virtually place true-to-size desks, dining sets 
and beds in their own home — up to three 
different items at any given time — and get a 
better idea of whether or not the pieces are a 
good fit.
“With furniture buying, visualization is a big 
aspect of it,” said Scott Perry, the vice president 
of digital for the family-operated Jerome’s. 
“The last couple of years, I’ve witnessed cus-
tomers bringing in paint samples, pillows from 
a chair, a little piece of carpet. They’ll bring 
this stuff into the showroom. So I had this wild 
idea: what if we had augmented reality so 
customers could see our furniture in their home 
with their tablet or phone?”
Actually, the ability to visualize furniture with 
the help of augmented reality, or AR for short, 
isn’t that wild of an idea. Early-adopter retailers 
like Ikea are already experimenting with a 
PALO ALTO, Calif. (Tribune News Service) — 
The Santa Clara County judge who faces a recall 
threat for giving a light sentence to a Stanford 
student convicted of sexual assault will no lon-
ger handle criminal cases — at his own request.
Judge Aaron Persky asked to be reassigned 
from hearing criminal cases at the Palo Alto 
courthouse, where he has been under intense 
fire since early June for sentencing former Stan-
ford swimmer Brock Turner to six months in 
jail rather than a longer term in state prison for 
sexually assaulting an intoxicated, unconscious 
woman outside a fraternity party.
Ever since, critics have vowed to remove him 
from the bench, with some, including Stanford 
law professor Michele Dauber, pushing for a 
recall election in November 2017 and others 
complaining to the state agency on judicial 
performance.
On Sept. 6, Persky will return to hearing civil 
cases at the Old Courthouse near St. James 
Park in downtown San Jose. Until then, he will 
continue to preside over criminal matters in 
Palo Alto, court spokesman Joe Macaluso said. 
Persky could not immediately be reached for 
comment.
Persky and Judge Vincent J. Chiarello, who 
lives near the Palo Alto courthouse, will switch 
WASHINGTON (Tribune News Service) — The 
three candidates for U.S. Senate from North 
Carolina disagree over how much the federal 
government should limit gun sales, a division 
that mirrors the national debate over who 
should be able to purchase firearms.
The two-term senator, the former state rep-
resentative and the pizza deliveryman each 
have different outlooks on how and when gun 
rights should be restricted. Republican Sen. 
Richard Burr has voted down legislation that 
would have made it more difficult for suspected 
terrorists to obtain firearms. Yet he approved 
of an amendment that would allow the U.S. 
attorney general to block gun sales to those ter-
rorists if the government has credible evidence 
that the individual is a threat. The amendment 
is attached to legislation that has yet to be 
approved.
Meanwhile, Democratic challenger Deborah 
Ross spent a decade in the State House trying to 
block state legislation that would allow North 
Carolinians to carry a concealed handgun into 
restaurants and state parks as well as legislation 
that gave judges permission to bring concealed 
weapons to court. State residents with con-
cealed carry permits can now bring their guns 
into restaurants and judges with the same types 
of permits can bring their firearms to work.
Libertarian candidate Sean Haugh, who ran 
for the Senate in 2014, has expressed a strong 
desire to protect the Second Amendment while 
addressing the cultural problems that have led 
to gun violence.
Their views
similar-but-different tech, virtually reality, to 
create immersive visualizations such as a life-
size, walk-in kitchen where colors and styles are 
interchangeable.
And pretty soon AR is going to get a ton more 
love from name-brands including Lowe’s and 
Wayfair, which are betting on Google Tango, 
a computer vision hardware-software sys-
tem debuting soon on the Lenovo PHAB2 Pro 
smartphone. Tango-powered apps will take AR 
beyond the superficial, so you can do more in 
real-slash-virtual environments and complete 
complex tasks, say measure your space with 3-D 
tools.
Perhaps that’s why some experts believe aug-
mented reality is going to forever alter the way 
we shop and will help retailers, even brick-and-
mortars, boost sales.
“I do think it’s a game-changer for the retail 
industry,” said Artemis Berry, the vice president 
of retail for Shop.org and the National Retail 
Federation. “What we know right now, though, 
is that it’s in the very early stages.”
Unlike virtual reality, which uses a 
head-mounted display that resembles a scuba 
mask to transport users to fictional realms, aug-
mented reality relies on a see-through display, 
such as the lens of an iPad camera, to overlay 
digital elements on top of the real world. Both 
technologies are already impacting the way 
people buy and sell homes, but AR, in particu-
lar, is having a coming out party. That’s thanks 
in part to smash-hit smartphone game Pokemon 
Go, which employs AR so players can catch 
Pokemon characters who appear on the screen 
in their same locale.
A small startup based out of Israel is helping 
places, with Chiarello moving up to Palo Alto. 
The switch was not engineered by Presiding 
Judge Rise Pichon, who said she had no plans 
to transfer Persky out of Palo Alto, despite the 
public outcry.
In a brief written statement, Pichon said, 
“While I firmly believe in Judge Persky’s ability 
to serve in his current assignment, he has 
requested to be assigned to the civil division, 
in which he previously served. Judge Persky 
believes the change will aid the public and the 
court by reducing the distractions that threat-
en to interfere with his ability to effectively 
discharge the duties of his current criminal 
assignment.”
The new assignment will not be permanent. 
Judicial assignments rotate every year and must 
be approved by the presiding judge.
But the transfer did nothing to temper the 
criticism.
“This doesn’t change anything,” Dauber said. 
“We’re pleased he won’t be handling criminal 
matters, at least for the time being, but he can 
transfer back. So the issue of his bias still needs 
to be decided by voters.”
Persky’s supporters disagreed. Deputy public 
defender Roderick O’Connor called the transfer 
a “big loss,” saying that Persky doesn’t deserve 
to be the target of “this hysteria” because he is 
extremely prudent and fair.
“It’s a shame he’s moving,” he said, “because 
Burr said in an email statement that he favors 
gun control restrictions that would prevent 
terrorists from using guns to carry out attacks 
against U.S. citizens but only if those restric-
tions do not infringe on the rights of U.S. 
citizens. He said he supports background checks 
for gun buyers and believes the country should 
enhance its background check system.
“I believe that we must keep weapons out of 
the hands of terrorists,” Burr said. “I support ‘no 
fly, no buy,’ as long as such proposals also main-
tain the due process rights of American citizens. 
I also believe we must address gaps in mental 
health access and enforce the gun laws that 
are already on the books, and I have supported 
legislation that would do so.”
The phrase “no fly, no buy” refers to a legisla-
tive measure that aims to prevent individuals on 
the government’s terror watch list from buying 
weapons. It failed to gain enough support.
Ross said she also favors protecting the rights 
of U.S. citizens who want to own firearms. But, 
she said in an email statement, there must be a 
way to protect that right while preventing dan-
gerous individuals from accessing weapons.
“I support the Second Amendment,” she said. 
“I also agree with the vast majority of gun 
owners that we have to take common sense 
steps to keep guns out of the hands of terrorists, 
domestic abusers, dangerous criminals and the 
seriously mentally ill.”
Ross has also called for gun safety by thor-
ough background checks that would weed out 
potential terrorists and people with a violent 
history, according to a June 28 campaign press 
statement. She has attacked Burr for his lack of 
support for gun restriction legislation.
Haugh has said the federal government should 
stop sending the message that it is acceptable 
Jerome’s virtually display its furniture inside 
your home. The company, named Cimagine, was 
founded in 2012 and is backed by $3 million in 
capital.
Cimagine has developed proprietary technolo-
gy capable of scanning rooms without needing 
a marker, or a two-dimensional symbol that 
can be read by a phone’s camera. For Jerome’s 
customers, that means they can simply point 
their smart device at an empty space and the 
Cimagine app will automatically register the 
dimensions of the area so that they can place 
furniture at near-perfect scale.
The startup has a few other famous clients, 
including soda company Coca-Cola, which gives 
its sales associates tablets to virtually show-off 
vending machines and coolers when making 
in-person pitches to would-be buyers. Online 
retailer Shop Direct and U.K. department chain 
John Lewis also rely on Cimagine to create AR-
based in-home displays and virtual showrooms.
“This year and next year, there will be a lot of 
experimentation on the use of VR and AR tech, 
and how it can help in the sales process,” said 
Brian Blau, an analyst who studies immersive 
technologies at Gartner. “We should find out rel-
atively quickly, say in the next 18 months, how 
well it works and in what circumstances.”
Theoretically, augmented reality in retail an-
swers problematic questions for both online and 
offline shoppers that could otherwise slow down 
the buying process. Will this bed fit in my room? 
Will it match my decor? Practically speaking, 
however, the technology can’t replicate some re-
ally important characteristics. Your smartphone 
can’t tell you if that Jerome’s sofa is as comfy as 
looks, for instance.
I believe criminal defendants and prosecutors 
deserve a judge of Persky’s caliber.”
Persky’s decision — coupled with the gripping 
statement the victim read in court — has had 
an enormous ripple effect, bringing a renewed 
national focus to efforts to deter, report and 
punish campus sexual assaults. Supporters, 
including many defense attorneys and public 
defenders, note that Persky was following a 
probation officer’s recommendation in sentenc-
ing Turner, who is expected to be released from 
jail next week.
But the decision has sparked a bill now making 
its way through the Legislature that would set a 
mandatory prison sentence for sexual assault of 
an unconscious or intoxicated person. 
California law treats sexual assault of a 
conscious person as a more severe crime than 
attacking an unconscious person, and the legis-
lation suggested by Santa Clara County District 
Attorney Jeff Rosen seeks to eliminate that 
imbalance.
The scandal has also breathed new life into a 
bill that would broaden the definition of rape 
to include forced penetration of any body part 
with a foreign object. Had that been the law at 
the time, prosecutors could have charged Turner 
with rape.
But the Turner case has also cast a dark shad-
ow over Persky’s court.
Earlier this summer, prosecutors filed a 
to kill people to solve political problems — 
referring to overseas operations, such as drone 
strikes in Iraq and Yemen.
“We really need to address how people will 
pick up a gun or use lethal force €¦ to solve 
their social or political problems,” he said. “But 
if we went in the direction of gun control and 
tried to ban certain things, we’d only drive the 
problem underground. It will only take guns out 
of the hands of law-abiding people and keep 
them in the hands of people who mean to do us 
harm.”
Their records
During her tenure as state representative, Ross 
voted against all but one key piece of state leg-
islation on firearms, according to data collected 
by voter-education website Project Vote Smart. 
The legislation that won her backing prohib-
ited sheriff’s departments and firearm dealers 
from making public gun permit records. That 
information would be made available only to 
state and local law enforcement agencies upon 
request, according to North Carolina General 
Assembly documents. The legislation never 
became law.
Burr has a symmetrical voting record on key 
firearm legislation. He has voted to pass gun 
legislation a little more than a dozen times, 
according to Project Vote Smart records. He 
has favored legislation that would preserve the 
Second Amendment, allow people with con-
cealed gun permits to take their weapons across 
state lines and increase mandatory minimum 
sentences for gun crimes.
But he has also voted down a dozen pieces of 
key gun legislation 1996 and 2016, including 
one that would have prevented people from 
owning assault weapons.
Haugh said he has not been impressed with 
Really, then, AR isn’t going to eliminate the 
trip to the furniture warehouse.
“And we don’t want it to,” Jerome’s Perry said. 
“I don’t see (AR) replacing the store experience. 
We want that (experience). We want to build a 
relationship with the customer. We want them 
to see it, feel it and love it before they buy it, 
because that makes for a happier customer.”
As it stands, Jerome’s sells a vast majority of its 
furniture at its physical stores and Perry doesn’t 
anticipate that will change. The new app, how-
ever, is paying off in other ways, he said.
Shoppers who virtually see items in their home 
are 35 percent more likely than other website 
visitors to call the company, get directions to a 
store location or fill out a finance application. 
Plus, they’re are also 65 percent more likely to 
buy, Perry said.
“Augmented reality is a big buzzword. People 
like to talk about it. It’s in the news,” Perry said. 
“But it’s an actual, real application that’s very 
useful in retail. We’re kind of the perfect case 
scenario where it’s very useful for our custom-
ers.”
___
(c)2016 The San Diego Union-Tribune
Visit The San Diego Union-Tribune at www.
sandiegouniontribune.com
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
peremptory challenge that kept him from pre-
siding over a preliminary hearing for a Kaiser 
Permanente surgical nurse accused of sexually 
assaulting a sedated woman.
In the latest in a series of humiliations, the 
judge Friday disqualified himself from making 
his first key decision since the Turner matter in 
another sex case. In a brief statement he read 
in court Friday, the judge said he and his family 
were exposed to publicity surrounding the 
new case, which resulted in “a personal family 
situation.”
Persky was to decide whether to reduce 
plumber Robert Chain’s felony conviction for 
possession of child pornography to a misde-
meanor, as he indicated he might when he 
sentenced Chain to four days in county jail last 
year.
Such reductions are not unheard of, but in 
Chain’s case, it would have come a year earlier 
than a probation officer recommended, which 
had been cited by Dauber and other critics as 
an example of Persky’s unwarranted leniency 
toward sex offenders. Most judges impose six-
month sentences on defendants in similar cases.
___
(c)2016 The Mercury News (San Jose, Calif.)
Visit The Mercury News (San Jose, Calif.) at 
www.mercurynews.com
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
attempts made by Burr and Ross to resolve the 
problem.
“People are looking for really cheap solutions 
to try to say that they’ve done something about 
gun violence,” he said.
___
(c)2016 McClatchy Washington Bureau
Visit the McClatchy Washington Bureau at 
www.mcclatchydc.com
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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Jason Relopez Sentenced
Jason Relopez, a 27-year-old former Utah 
State University student and Sigma Chi 
Fraternity member, was sentenced in May 
to one year in jail after admitting to raping 
two women. 
Relopez pleaded guilty to attempted rape 
and forcible sexual abuse in a plea deal be-
tween his defense and the state. The deal 
hinged on an independent psychosexual 
evaluation done to determine his risk level 
of re-offending.
Logan police investigated three cases of 
rape involving Relopez during a one-year 
time period, and Relopez was arrested in 
connection with two of those cases in July 
2015.
USU Student Killed in Plane Crash
A Utah State University aviation student, 
Frank de Leon Compres, was killed in a 
Since her election in the spring, Utah State 
University student body president Ashley Wad-
doups says she’s made some changes to how 
she will achieve her platform goals.
“The heart of my platform hasn’t changed, but 
what I know is feasible, and what I know will 
do the most good has changed,” she said.
One change Waddoups is focusing on now is 
making campus a safer place for students.
Originally, Waddoups planned to create and 
release an app for students to use when they 
were in any kind of danger, but after some con-
sideration, she’s decided against the app.
“After talking to our Title IX director, I don’t 
think that is the most effective way because in 
the moment you might not have access to your 
phone and that’s just the reality,” Waddoups 
said.
Instead of the app, Waddoups is focused on 
introducing a program called Maxient that can 
be linked to Title IX. Maxient allows students 
to anonymously report any problems they’ve 
experienced on campus.
According to the Maxient website, the pro-
gram is already used by 600 other colleges in 
the northern United States.
Waddoups says she recognizes that Title IX is 
College life brings all kinds of worries: loans, 
grades, work, classes, roommates and the list 
goes on. But the last thing students should be 
worried about is being safe on campus.
Utah State University was listed as one of the 
safest college campuses in the nation in a re-
cent study from Rent College Pads. It was also 
the only university in Utah in the top 25 rank-
ings.
“It’s always nice to see recognition like that,” 
said Captain Steve Milne of the USU Police De-
partment. “Utah State is a pretty safe cam-
pus.”
USU ranked 25th for top safest college cam-
puses in 2016, the report stated. The study 
surveyed 500 colleges and universities around 
the country. Each institution was given an in-
dex number determined by comparing the size 
of the college to on-campus criminal offenses 
from 2010-2014. 
Public, private and nonprofit four-year insti-
tutions with over 5,000 individuals and 
on-campus housing facilities were taken into 
consideration.
plane crash near Hyrum on July 18.
De Leon Compres was a 21-year-old se-
nior and a resident assistant at Davis Hall. 
He was a member of the Dominican Re-
public Student Association and the USU 
International Student Council president.
There was no one else in the plane and no 
other injuries. Tim Vitale, executive direc-
tor of public relations at USU, confirmed 
that de Leon was a fully licensed private 
pilot and was working on earning addi-
tional ratings at the time of the crash.
Andreas Wesemann, a USU aviation pro-
fessor, said Compres was heavily involved 
as an honors student in USU’s aviation 
program.
This was the first fatality since the pro-
gram began in 1939, Wesemann said. 
Planes were grounded briefly until avia-
tion students could be briefed about flight 
safety and offered grief counseling, but the 
program will still be offered this semester.
Summer Citizens Program Cele-
brates 40th Anniversary
This summer was the 40th anniversary of 
the Summer Citizens Program at USU. 
Through the program, senior citizens 
move into student housing and take class-
es through the university and have access 
to facilities like the Merrill-Cazier Library 
and the Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation building.
Many summer citizens come from Arizo-
na to escape the heat. They eat at local 
restaurants, spend time at the pool and at-
not a perfect program. She hopes that as more 
students learn about Maxient, campus crime 
will better reported and Title IX will be better 
able to find justice for those who have been 
sexually assaulted at USU.
“Is any program like that perfect?” Waddoups 
said, “Absolutely not, but I think that we are at 
least as a school we are trying to make some 
positive changes, especially by implementing a 
new reporting system.”
Another issue Waddoups hopes to resolve this 
semester is making sure students are more 
comfortable going to student body officers with 
issues and ensuring that their voices are heard.
“I would like to bring students up to the third 
Brigham Young University - Idaho ranked 
number 1 as the safest college campus in the 
nation, with Concordia University Wisconsin 
ranking second and Pace University - New York 
ranking third.
Milne attributes much of the university’s safe-
ty to watchful individuals on campus. 
“We have a lot of good people who see some-
thing suspicious or out of the ordinary and re-
port it. And that’s what we want them to do,” 
Milne said. “Many people have personal pride 
to have this be a safe university.”
In 2015, the overall number of crimes report-
ed dropped 31 percent from the previous year, 
according to the USU Department of Public 
Safety annual report.The total number of ar-
rests also decreased by 33 percent.
The decline of arrests mostly came in the area 
of alcohol and drug arrests, the report stated.
Even though USU was ranked as a safe cam-
pus, Milne cautions students not to be careless.
“The biggest problem we see here is theft,” he 
said. “It’s not people breaking doors, but it’s 
what we call theft of opportunity.”
He said the department encourages students 
not to leave laptops, cameras, backpacks, cell 
phones or other important items out in the 
open.
“It’s the students’ first time being on their 
own. They don’t realize there is potential prob-
lem leaving their laptop in the library while 
they walk over to the student center to get 
something to eat,” Milne said. “The common 
phrase we hear from students is ‘I was only 
gone for a minute.’ That’s all it takes for some-
body.”
Another potential danger for students on cam-
pus is sexual assault, Milne said. The number of 
sexual assaults spike between Labor Day and 
Thanksgiving on a national level, he said, 
though he hasn’t seen the numbers spike at 
USU during those times. He advises students to 
use common sense when traveling and interact-
ing on campus.
“It’s not just dark areas and guys jumping out 
of bushes,” he said. “You meet some cute guy in 
classes and go out on a date and the guy tries to 
make advances.”
Some of the services the USU police depart-
ment offers are free safety escorts to students 
and employees who want an officer to accom-
pany them to their car or on-campus apart-
ment. USU Department of Public Safety em-
ploys 12 state-certified full-time police officers 
for on-campus safety as well as five part-time 
student security employees.
“Anytime anyone feels uncomfortable walking 
anywhere they can call us,” Milne said.
The university also operates an emergency 
alert system called “Code Blue” that sends 
email, text or phone messages to individuals 
about emergency situations on campus. To sign 
up, go to usu.edu/alert.
“If we ever have an emergency on campus, 
that’s how we’re going to get the word out,” 
Milne said. “Hopefully nothing ever does, but if 
something does happen, I think everyone is go-
ing to want to know what’s happening.”
For more information about campus police 
services or crime prevention programs, call 
435-797-1939 or visit the USU Police Depart-
ment webpage at dps.usu.edu/police.
File Photor
Utah State University was recently listed as one of the safest college campuses in the nation
.
File Photo
Student body president Ashley Waddoups’ plans have changed as 
she has learned more about campus safety
see “Recap” PAGE 9 see “Ashley” PAGE 9
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Out with the Old… In with the New 
Out with the old, in with the new seems 
to be the saying for buildings at Utah State, 
and this year is no different. 
Campus is constantly abuzz with activity, 
and during the spring semester, work was 
going on everywhere. We recently said 
goodbye to the Center for Persons with 
Disabilities (CPD) building completely, so 
if one goes looking for it, there’s a high 
chance it may not be found. The CPD 
building has helped serve the community 
of those with disabilities and their fami-
lies, by educating those with disabilities of 
different diagnosis, and how to adjust to 
them in their everyday lives. 
The CPD is currently under demolition, 
and will shortly become known as the 
Clinical Services building, which will al-
low for growth within their building and 
department, and a chance to expand their 
services. 
This spring, students were able to see the 
new Huntsman Hall addition to the Jon M. 
Huntsman School of Business building. 
The Huntsman Hall encompasses more 
classrooms, an outdoor enclosed commons 
area, couches, study areas, and more. The 
glass enclosure surrounding the business 
building represent the real world of busi-
ness, which gives students of the the Col-
lege of Business the opportunity to experi-
ence what the business world is really like. 
This is a nice addition to the Business 
building, that will be appreciated for years 
to come. 
Last spring, Romney Stadium was re-
named Maverik Stadium, which also came 
as part of a huge renovation. The main 
reason for renovation is to “improve the 
fan experience.” The west side will include 
a three story premium seating and press 
box structure. A state of the art media and 
game operations area as well as 24 luxury 
suites and 20 loge boxes, 700 covered club 
seats and premium club area. Restrooms 
and concessions will be upgraded, along 
with upgraded areas for pedestrian traffic. 
Students will also be welcoming in a new 
University President, as Stan Albrecht has 
mentioned that he will step down. He 
mentioned that he will be staying in the 
position until a new President is named. A 
new President brings a sense of a new and 
fresh perspective and way of doing things, 
Aggies are excited to be able to welcome a 
new President, and give President Albrecht 
a standing ovation for the great job that he 
has done, and all he has been able to do 
for the University.
The Zions Bank USU Campus Branch was 
recently demolished inside the Taggart 
Student Center. It will become the new 
Statesman Office. 
USU also recently opened their new USU 
Welcome Center, complete with a USU 
credit union inside. The Welcome Center 
will help give new students, as well as 
those looking to get involved, a chance to 
get in touch with campus. There will also 
be office space and meeting place for Ad-
vancement and Commercialization. 
All these changes and more are coming to 
Utah State, in order to continue to make 
our campus the best that it can be for fu-
ture and current students. 
-kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
Twitter: @kortniwells
By Kortni Wells
STAFF WRITER
Fresh start: Students returning to campus will see a number of 
changes
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I ask our entire campus community to join us 
in these efforts.”
Executive Director of the Public Relations 
and Marketing Office Tim Vitale and USU 
General Consul Mica McKinney, who was re-
sponsible for completing the internal review, 
both emphasize that the university has an on-
going evaluation of the way they handle sexual 
assault.
The review, they say, was not a singular occur-
rence. Rather, a supplement to a process that 
has existed for quite sometime.  
“We did a targeted focused look on exactly 
what was alleged to happen in the media,” Vi-
tale said. “We have taken this issue of sexual 
assaults seriously and we already had changes 
in the works that have passed; we’ve been 
working hard on adapting our sexual assault 
policies and procedures all along.” 
McKinney says the recommendations won’t 
be the only items the university implements 
this year regarding its effort to prevent sexual 
assault and improve reporting processes for 
survivors. 
“While these recommendations came out of 
the investigations and allegations regarding 
Torrey Green, [students] will see more chang-
es and proposals coming to the campus com-
munity throughout the school year,” McKin-
ney said. “There is more that we can and will 
be doing.” 
Among these changes, McKinney notes, are 
simplifying and improving sexual assault re-
porting methods for USU Housing and Resi-
dence Life staff and providing mandatory sex-
ual assault reporting training for university 
staff and faculty.
“We’re trying to refine and give really specific 
instruction in small doses that’s a helpful re-
minder,” McKinney said. 
As the school year gets underway and major-
ity of the campus population returns, the uni-
versity has its eyes set toward engaging stu-
dents through education and garnering 
student input to make the campus a safer en-
vironment. 
“I think we are better off today,” McKinney 
said. “This process doesn’t stop with these rec-
ommendations. We are going to be moving 
forward and continuing to review processes 
and things we can improve. And an important 
part of that is engaging the campus. We do 
need the help of the students and our faculty 
and staff in getting us where we want to be.” 
For more information on sexual assault re-
porting, survivor resources, sexual assault pre-
vention and general information visit: http://
aaeo.usu.edu/htm/sexual-misconduct or 
http://www.usu.edu/saavi/
To put it bluntly, Green either deserves to be 
in prison or in fall camp pursuing his NFL 
dreams. It’s one or the other, and though 
some people like to draw conclusions we real-
ly don’t know which it is.
For as much as sexual assault and USU have 
been linked in the news over the past few 
years, you’d think it wouldn’t still feel like this 
dark secret. This stuff doesn’t just happen to 
strangers and it doesn’t just concern athletes. 
We share this campus with students who have 
to get up in the morning filled with dread, 
then force themselves to sit in a classroom 
and see their attacker a few feet away living 
what appears to be a normal life. Imagine re-
peating that process several times a week, to-
tally unable to tell anyone because of the fear 
and the hurt it would bring. It directly im-
pacts daily routines, academics, self-image 
and future relationships — it can change lives 
forever.
Unacceptable is a sad, superficial understate-
ment.
There can’t be confusion around this any-
more. We don’t know yet if Torrey was guilty, 
if coaches were in on it in some grand conspir-
acy, if the police royally screwed up or if some-
one working at Utah State deserves to be fired 
for neglecting victims in need of an ally.
We do know that something is wrong. 
We also know that in the coming weeks, 
there will be no end to this story until the 
complete truth is brought to light. The longer 
Utah State turns away from this, hiding be-
hind student privacy loopholes and excuses, 
the more of our fellow classmates and friends 
will suffer life-altering tragedy. Someone will 
be called to answer for these crimes, and for as 
long as Utah State appears to refuse help to 
victims of sexual assault, that someone in-
cludes our own school.
So fix this now.
seemed to want me to do things a certain way. 
When I went to SAAVI, Jenny gave me all 
my options and the best advice possible and 
there was no agenda involved. Her only agen-
da was to help me and to hold everyone re-
sponsible accountable. 
After going through the process, I learned 
how frequently sexual assault actually happens 
to people on campus. You need an advocate by 
your side the whole process through, and not 
everyone can be your advocate, because they 
might be your judge, or your investigator or 
someone else who has to be objective. They 
can’t always be focused on you. They’re focused 
on both people. So if I could give advice to 
anyone who’s just coming to terms with their 
assault, I would tell them to go to SAAVI first. 
I had advocates within the university, but the 
system is set up to fail. There are holes in the 
process that make it hell for victims. It should 
have taken sixty days, from beginning to end, 
but it took an entire school year plus some to 
get any sort of results from the university, and 
the police just left me hanging for months. 
But SAAVI, when I went in there, she just 
knew that it was true — and it is. That was 
really empowering. When everyone else in the 
world was questioning me and doubting my 
story, SAAVI believed me.”
Photo taken by Matt Halcom
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“I am a journalism student at Utah State with 
a self-declared emphasis on sports journalism.” 
That’s usually how far into an introduction I 
get before the questions start flying. The ques-
tions differ depending on the individual I’m 
conversing with, but they usually revolve 
What if I told you women like sports too?
By Paige Cavaness
SPORTS SENIOR WRITER
By Logan Jones
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER
around three general ideas.
“How much do you know about sports?”
“How many sports have you actually played?”
And the worst one: “What’s your real motiva-
tion for covering sports?”
The first question, doubting my knowledge of 
sports, is quite obviously impolite. If you told 
me you are majoring in history, I would not ask 
you to recite the Declaration of Independence 
or tell me who the first five states were to ratify 
it. Similarly, I shouldn’t have to prove my sports 
knowledge just because I’m a woman. I don’t 
pretend to know everything about the sports I 
cover, but nobody has a complete understand-
ing of their job. Like any other college student, 
I get enough quizzes in my classes — I prefer 
not to have pop quizzes in casual conversation.
Secondly, what impact does experience play-
ing a sport have on a person’s ability to cover a 
sport?  The most experience I have playing 
sports is little league soccer and softball and 
three years of recreation league basketball 
while I was in high school. I love and learn 
about sports because I spent more than half of 
my life analyzing the games that we all love 
and observing athletes. I know that people who 
ask me about my past experience playing sports 
usually just want to find a common interest, 
and I appreciate that. The confused and some-
times disapproving reaction is the part that 
makes me squirm. In Division I football, less 
than ten coaches have experience playing in 
the league they coach for. Some of those coach-
es including Washington State’s Mike Leach, 
Ole Miss’ Hugh Freeze, and Cal’s Sonny Dykes. 
These coaches have successfully coached Divi-
sion I football without having direct experience 
on the field. Who’s to say someone without ex-
perience cannot successfully analyze and ob-
serve those playing? 
The third type of question is more of a ques-
tion of my personal ethic, whether or not the 
person asking it realizes it as such, and is the 
most sickening to me. Most of the time, these 
questions will come in the form of people jok-
ingly asking if I get any dates out of what I do, 
or if I do it just because of the chance to associ-
ate with the athletes — “You just like the tight 
pants they wear, huh?” You can be sure that my 
love for sports is rooted far deeper than a shal-
low desire to get free dinner out of a college 
athlete. I do what I do because I appreciate that 
sports are one of the only things in the world 
that can bring fighting countries together and 
burst through class distinctions that normally 
tear people apart. I care much more about shar-
ing the story of an athlete or coach than how he 
or she views me on a personal level.
The questions are inappropriate, the scenarios 
are uncomfortable and I am most certainly not 
the only one facing them. 
I’m a woman, sports journalist, and sports en-
thusiast -- that shouldn’t be a foreign concept.
Tracking stats is a core part of being a sports 
fan, but there are no numbers to represent how 
many times I’ve been asked these questions or 
how many times I’ve proved assumptions 
wrong.
Sometimes there are no stats for things that 
need sharing.
The offseason is officially over, that blissful 
period of optimistic expectations and Bachelor-
ette gossip finally past. In the lazy summer 
months, football season seemed like little more 
than a dream in the distant future. It was a 
time for unimportant sports background noise 
like the ESPYs and Wimbledon to play on your 
TV at half volume while you hunted down an 
Eevee inside your apartment with the Pokemon 
Go app.
A totally subjective look at the USU football team
For months, we’ve pretended every weakness 
from last year’s Aggie squad have surely been 
addressed, every strength fortified and every 
position group gaining athleticism and experi-
ence. But, if you’ve been into sports longer than 
the average Warriors fan, you know that some-
times things don’t go according to plan.
So with all the nonsense chatter out there 
about various players’ “upside”, what can we 
realistically expect from Utah State football this 
fall? Here’s my totally subjective outlook for 
the Aggies’ 2016-17 season.
Kent Myers will get the start
There may be some drummed-up hullabaloo 
about a QB battle in training camp, particu-
larly with Hobbs waiting as a viable backup, 
but let’s be honest with ourselves. Kent’s led 
this team through the heart of its conference 
schedule for two straight seasons, and has 
performed nicely. Cliche as it is to hype a 
guy’s potential in the offseason, Myers is en-
tering his junior year with some decent expe-
rience already under his belt.
The inconsistency of sophomore college 
quarterbacks has been known to evaporate 
when a dude with real talent hits his upper-
classman years, and Myers has shown he’s got 
some real talent. For all of you Keeton believ-
ers who aren’t ready to move on, let me throw 
some numbers at you —
Keeton and Myers threw the exact same num-
ber of passes last season (199). Keeton finished 
with four touchdowns, seven picks and 1,001 
yards with a 52.3% completion percentage.
Myers notched 16 touchdowns, 1,593 yards 
and was intercepted just three times en route to 
a 60.8% completion rate. To put that last num-
ber in perspective, Aggie place-kicker Jake 
Thompson went 3-for-6 on field goal attempts 
see “Subjective” PAGE 9
File Photor
Junior quarterback Kent Myers will likely be given the opportunity to lead the Aggie offense this season.
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USU SOCCER FALLS TO UTAH AT HOME
Utah State women’s soccer team lost its home contest against in-state rival University of Utah 0-3 on 
Sunday. The Aggies have now given up three goals in two straight games, both losses 
(photos by Logan Jones)
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last season, meaning Utah State literally had a 
better chance of Myers picking up a first down 
through the air (7.1 yards per passing attempt 
last year) than halting a drive in favor of a field 
goal.
I should take a moment to remind you all that 
I have no idea if the coaching staff reads my 
columns.
The defense will regress
Don’t give me that look, I didn’t say it would 
be terrible. I mean, it definitely could be, but 
this isn’t an article about could-be, this is about 
the things we can be certain of. Painful as it 
may be to admit, USU’s defense just won’t be 
the mid-major monster it’s been since 2012.
You can’t lose as much talent as Utah State did 
in the front 7 and expect to maintain the same 
level of play from year to year. Vigil and Fack-
rell are obviously gone, leaving big angry quar-
terback-terrorizing shoes to fill. But so are LT 
Filiaga, and Torrey Green, and Michael Okonk-
wo, and Jordan Nielsen, and David Moala. 
Those aren’t just names — every single one of 
those guys was a major contributor in 2015.
Need an example? Torrey Green, a verified de-
fensive stud, notched 36 tackles last season, 
which was actually only good enough for a dis-
tant fourth-place finish among Aggie lineback-
ers — and still earned himself an invite to Fal-
cons training camp. Silver and Bronze medals 
went to Fackrell (59.5 tackles) and Filiaga 
(51). Vigil ran away with the most tackles title 
belt with 106. 
USU’s best tackler heading into this fall based 
on last years totals? Chasen Andersen. Yeah. 
Look, Andersen is a fine player, but you won’t 
hear Mountain West defensive coordinators 
quivering where they stand game-planning 
around the guy.
With the front seven effectively gutted, the 
Aggies’ most experienced defensive position 
group will have to step up to the impossible 
task of providing halfway decent coverage 
while the new guys up front try to establish 
some semblance of a pass rush. No matter how 
athletic Jalen Davis and Devin Centers appear 
to be on the back end, a team just can’t get 
stops without the pressure up front. One should 
note that neither of those guys are exactly turn-
over machines anyway — the pair combined 
for six interceptions and a forced fumble last 
season.
For the sake of comparison, Boise State’s Dar-
ian Thompson and Donte Deayon combined for 
nine interceptions in 2015, and San Diego 
State’s Damontae Kazee led the conference 
with eight all on his own.
USU will lean heavily on the ground game
The Mountain West is a cold-weather confer-
ence full of physical ground-and-pound run-
ning backs. Boise’s got McNichols, San Diego 
has Pumphrey, heck even San Jose and Wyo-
ming had stellar running backs last year — Ty-
ler Ervin and Brian Hill both crossed the 1,600-
yard mark. 
USU’s Devontae Mays sniffed 1,000 yards last 
year despite splitting carries with the LaJuan 
Hunt, finishing with 966 on 5.9 yards per carry. 
Not only is Mays capable of being a workhorse 
back — he’s going to have to be. 
The Aggies’ wide receiver group is a patch-
work quilt of quick slot guys too small to send 
downfield and unproven former track stars on 
the outside. There is no replacement for Hunter 
Sharp’s reliable 76 yards per game or his big-
play potential. What USU has instead is a good 
O-line protecting a good quarterback who will 
need to elevate his play to all-conference levels 
in order to make this team’s passing game go.
Question marks abound. What about Gerold 
Bright? Or Alex Byers? Who’s going to go off 
for two touchdowns in a desperate comeback 
attempt? How are the Aggies going to pick up 
those crucial first downs sitting at 3rd and 5?
After spending a few weeks observing fall 
camp, the solution appears to be twofold — 
find out if Rayshad Lewis is for real (he is), and 
finally incorporate the matchup nightmare 
called Wyatt Houston.
Lewis is a shifty guy who tends to haul in pass-
es reliably and successfully evade defenders, 
and though I have my doubts about his ability 
to produce big total yards numbers, a two-score 
game for the freshman doesn’t seem out of the 
realm of possibility either. He’s good. Maybe 
he’s great. We’ll find out early against a big-bod-
ied USC defense, and then again soon after at 
Boise State. If he survives the brutal hits sure to 
stem from Myers under-throwing him a few 
times across the middle, it may be time to eval-
uate this kid’s star potential. Until then we’ll 
hold off on the Lewis hype train.
Now, Wyatt Houston is a whole different ani-
mal. Houston should be out there Gronking 
MW defenses on a weekly basis. Solid blocker, 
quick feet, acceptable hands, it’s a little sad he 
isn’t one of the biggest red zone nightmares in 
the mid-majors. It even sounded like Keeton 
and Matt Wells had big plans for him last year. 
All they talked about at media days was get-
ting the tight end more involved in the offense 
and exploiting the physical advantage Houston 
poses.
And then USU just...didn’t. Houston tallied 
307 yards last year on 6.8 yard per reception. 
So all those times the Aggies faced 3rd and 7 
and decided to murder their X-receiver with a 
bubble screen, looking Houston’s way would’ve 
put them one bad spot away from a first down.
Houston could haul in eight touchdowns this 
year for the Aggies, or zero. It’s up to Wells to 
decide how to use him, but it would be shock-
ing not to see the most seasoned pass-catcher 
on the team go wholly unnoticed for another 
season.
Everything you’ve heard about The 
Factory is true
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When construction on The 900 Factory began, 
the owners spared no expense — which is part-
ly why they ran out of money and delayed 
opening, setting a precedent which I believe 
will become their legacy.
We all remember. The Factory couldn’t honor 
its contracts, and hundreds of students were 
left desperate. The Factory became the punch-
line, the butt of every snide joke. (And for you 
freshmen who haven’t seen The Factory, just 
look West. You’ll definitely see it, towering 
above dozens of ancient houses with its six-sto-
ry garage.)
I was on the fence about my current living sit-
uation, but the mice convinced me to move out. 
I stayed up most of the night looking for con-
tracts on Craigslist. The next day, The Factory 
was the only one to respond with a vacancy.
The tour was incredible — The Factory is the 
definition of excess and luxury. The ceilings are 
so high, I haven’t even seen them yet. I have 
two dishwashers and two refrigerators. A dou-
ble-decker hot tub, a bowling alley, a yoga 
room — who needs all these amenities? Also, I 
suspect they hire beautiful people to have bar-
becues by the hot tub.
I moved in a week before school started. Or at 
least, I was supposed to. You see, The Factory 
may be incredible, but it’s also not credible.
Moving in has been a nightmare for some peo-
ple. I’ve seen three main issues:
Logistical — and totally avoidable. For in-
stance, I couldn’t move into my room for anoth-
er week, because someone else was in my 
room, because someone else was in her room. I 
don’t mind sleeping on the couch, (it’s basically 
camping) but it shouldn’t have happened.
ADA Compliance. There are lots of therapy 
dogs at The Factory. But the same provision 
that protects people with service dogs also pro-
tects me — I have a medical condition, an aller-
gy to dog dander. After I had moved in, I was 
told I had to move to accommodate someone 
with a service dog. It’s a ‘hairy’ situation for the 
managers, but still discrimination against me. 
All legalities aside, I was treated poorly.
Customer Service. Maybe others have had 
positive experiences, but my interactions with 
management have been icy — including staff-
ers complaining about me right in front me. I 
plan on avoiding management as much as pos-
sible in the foreseeable future.
The Factory is the rich kid you knew in school 
— he invites you to play basketball in his in-
door court, and you think maybe he’s cool. But 
then you learn he’s spoiled, yells at his mom, 
and is a compulsive liar. He promises to take 
you to see a Jazz game, so you stick around, 
but slowly you realize he’s probably just manip-
ulative.
The Factory truly is luxury student living. But 
they take no responsibility for their failures. 
The Factory continues to try to buy students’ 
loyalty with free printers and empty promises.
— Brenna Kelly is a junior studying broadcast 
journalism. Tbh, her favorite part of The Factory 
is the refrigerators. Maybe she’ll get evicted, but 
she has opinions, dammit, and she’s going to 
share them. Angry Factory employees can cyber-
bully her on Twitter @bckelly8.
Letters should be limited to 400 
words. All letters may be shortened, 
or rejected for reasons of good 
taste, redundancy or volume of sim-
ilar letters.
 
Letters must be topic oriented. They 
may not be directed toward any 
individuals. Any letter directed to a 
specific individual may be edited or 
not printed.
No anonymous letters will be pub-
lished. Writers must sign all letters 
and include a phone number or 
email address, as well as a student 
identification number (none of which 
is published).
Letters representing groups — or 
more than one individual — must 
have a singular representative clear-
ly stated, with all necessary identifi-
cation information. 
Writers must wait 21 days before 
submitting successive letters -- no 
exceptions.
The Statesman editors reserve the 
right to not print every letter to the 
editor. But all letters will be pub-
lished online.
 
Letters can be hand delivered or 
mailed to The Statesman the TSC, 
Room 311,or can be emailed to 
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or 
click www.utahstatesman.com for 
more letter guidlines and a box to 
submit letters. 
Letters to the editor  
Freshman year is notorious for being one of 
the most difficult transitions in a student’s life. 
Just as it was in high school, freshmen are 
thrown into a new environment with elevated 
academic expectations and social pressures. 
The independence that accompanies college 
can often be overwhelming in the first year 
away from home, and frequent phone calls to 
parents over malfunctioning laundry or a 
cooking mishap are common occurrences. An-
other integral part of the freshman experience 
is dormitory life. Random roommates can turn 
into lifelong friends or horror stories, and the 
dishes heaped in your communal sink never 
seem to end. 
Remedying dorm room woes can be tricky, 
and having tension between roommates over 
cleaning the bathroom can sour any freshman 
year. Learning how to compromise and coexist 
with roommates is almost as important as 
learning how to function independently in 
your new university setting.
One of the biggest tips in avoiding a room-
mate disaster is communication. Simple as it 
sounds, talking honestly to your roommates 
can solve a lot of problems before they get too 
big to handle. Remember that the majority of 
people you will meet during your freshman 
year are used to being taken care of to a certain 
extent, and being on your own is new and scary. 
Minimize things like passive aggressive notes, 
gossip about other roommates and avoiding 
conflict. Instead, lay out ground rules and talk 
to your roommates face to face. Notes and texts 
have their place in dorm life, but nothing gets 
your true intentions across like a conversation.
After establishing those roomie relationships, 
the next step to a successful dorm experience is 
exploration. Get to know the location of a few 
key areas and you’ll save time later. The laun-
dry room, a good study zone and where to go to 
ask questions should all be on your mental map 
as you begin your dorm experience.
 Putting yourself out there and trying new 
things is an essential college skill, especially in 
the dorms where everyone is looking to expand 
their surroundings. Utah State University’s 
website offers plenty of tools to help research 
the different residence options, both on and off 
campus. It is important to evaluate all of the 
available choices in order to make the most of 
where you choose to live. Once you settle on a 
dorm, explore what your new place has to offer. 
Most student housing comes with a variety of 
amenities from hot tubs to fire pits so there is 
always something to engage in. Channel your 
inner yes-man and go on adventures, meet new 
people and make priceless memories.
Once you get out of your comfort zone, it’s 
nice to have a place to retreat to. Although you 
might share your room, you have your own 
space to make your own away from all of the 
freshmen frenzy. Invest in decorations and a 
mattress topper, and let your dorm room high-
light your personality. You don’t have to stick to 
the basic Christmas lights and tapestry, get cre-
ative! Keep sites like Pinterest in your back 
pocket and learn to navigate the local thrift 
store to create the dorm room of your dreams. 
Keeping your space personal helps with every-
thing from studying to sleep so do not underes-
timate the power of interior design.
The dorms can be a great place to start college 
living. The social atmosphere is perfect for cre-
ating lasting friends and finding new ways to 
spend your time. Like everything else in col-
lege, your choices can make dorms the best or 
the worst way to live. It is up to you to make 
the most of the situation, so get excited and 
have an amazing freshman year. 
— smithcaroline405@gmail.com
Pocket points, an app designed to keep stu-
dents off their phones, launches locally this 
week, just in time for the start of classes. 
Available on the Apple Store and the Google 
Play Store, the app goes live again Aug 29th of 
2016, launched for no cost for students and 
contains no ads. Simple to use, you turn it on 
while in an “academic building” and lock it. 
The longer you go without opening it back up, 
the more points you earn and can then redeem 
at local businesses for discounts or free food. 
Early last week I had a chance to speak to 
Mitch Gardner, the Chief Operating Officer of 
Pocket Points Inc. to get some more informa-
tion on the app and its history. 
During the spring of 2014 at California State 
University, Chico, Gardner said he and his 
co-founder, Rob Richardson, “saw the problem 
of people constantly being on their phones in 
class and, as entrepreneurs, we wanted to fix 
that so we brainstormed and thought that we 
could incentivize students with free food.” 
It was then that the development phase began 
and by fall 2014, the app was launched at CSU. 
Within weeks of its initial launch, just over 
30% of Chico students were using the app and 
as news of this success spread, Gardner and 
Richardson began to test the app at the larger 
Pennsylvania State University. The success at 
Penn State was even better than they had 
hoped with almost 40% of students using the 
app, again within just a few short weeks. Since 
those two tests, the app has been set up for 
over 100 university campuses in the United 
States and Canada, with USU being one of the 
most recent. 
The app currently has a 4 star rating on the 
Apple App Store and a 2.5 star rating on the 
Google Play store, although many of the nega-
tive reviews for the android come from misun-
derstanding how the app works and what it 
does, in addition to androids being harder to 
develop for.
When loading, the app will tell you to use it on 
campus, and most features will be blocked 
while not on campus. Common complaints say 
users cannot use this app most places on cam-
pus, which according to Gardner was never the 
goal. Instead, the app uses Geo-fencing tech-
nology to mark specific buildings as academic 
and only allows the use of the app in those 
spaces. This eliminates the risk of people cheat-
ing the system and causes most of the Play 
Store complaints. 
All said, the app is very successful, helping 
students stay off their phones for 650 million 
minutes in the last year, which is over 1,200 
years of phone-free time. Hopefully it will see 
success at USU, as it launches with deals for 
businesses like the Crêpery, one of the most 
popular eateries in town; Tandoori Oven, which 
sits in a prime location just off campus; and 
Morty’s Café, located on campus directly below 
Darwin’s Landing Apartments. Additionally, 
students can recommend businesses to the app 
so that they can start getting deals on their fa-
vorite places in town which helps create a sym-
biotic relationship between students and local 
businesses. 
catherine@aggiemail.usu.edu
Surviving the 
dorms
Pocket Points: 
Freedom from 
the phone
By Caroline Smith
STAFF WRITER
By Catherine St. Claire
STAFF WRITER
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800-682-1403 for $750 Off.
FAST Internet! HughesNet Satellite Internet. 
High-Speed. Avail Anywhere.  Speeds to 15 
mbps. Starting at $59.99/mo. Call for Limited 
Time Price ? 1-800-431-6852
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and 
Your Family may Be Entitled To A Significant 
Cash Award. Call 800-418-1064 To Learn More. 
No Risk, No Money Out of Pocket
A PLACE FOR MOM. The nation’s largest se-
nior living referral service. Contact our trusted, 
local experts today! Our service is FREE/no ob-
ligation. CALL 1-800-685-8604
Computer problems - viruses, lost data, hard-
ware or software issues? Contact Geeks On 
Site! 24/7 Service. Friendly Repair Experts. 
Macs and PCs. Call for FREE diagnosis. 1-800-
883-0979
DIRECTV. NFL Sunday Ticket (FREE!) w/
Choice All-Included Package. $60/mo for 24 
months.  No upfront costs or equipment to buy. 
Ask about next day installation! 1- 800-410-
4728
DISH TV 190 channels plus Highspeed Inter-
net Only $54.94/mo! Ask about a 3 year price 
guarantee & get Netflix included for 1 year! 
Call Today 1-800-611-1081
Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors. 
Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by 
Arthritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets. Less 
Than 4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip 
Floors. American Made. Installation Included. 
Call 800-682-1403 for $750 Off.
PERSONALS
Meet singles right now! No paid operators, 
just real people like you. Browse greetings, 
exchange messages and connect live. Try it 
free. Call now: 800-359-2796
PERSONALS
WANTED: COLLECTORS BUYING
Old Comic Books with original cover prices of 
10 cents to 12 cents. Also buying pre-1960 
Jukeboxes. Call Tim, 303-517-9875, Colorado.
AUTOMOTIVE
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO 
HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day 
Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All 
Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800-360-
4120
Does your auto club offer no hassle service 
and rewards? Call Auto Club of America 
(ACA) & Get $200 in ACA Rewards! (New 
members only) Roadside Assistance & Monthly 
Rewards. Call 1-800-417-0340
BUILDING MATERIAL
METAL ROOF/WALL Panels, Pre-engineered 
Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil 
are at a 4 year low. You get the savings. 17 
Colors prime material, cut to your exact 
length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS 
(ucan)1of4
FINANCIAL
Sell your structured settlement or annuity 
payments for CASH NOW. You don't have to 
wait for your future payments any longer! Call 
1-800-681-3252
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS 
Unable to work? Denied benefits?  We Can 
Help!  WIN or Pay Nothing! Contact Bill 
Gordon & Associates at 1-800-871-7805 to 
start your application today!
HEALTH & NUTRITION
Start losing weight with Nutrisystem’s 
All-New Turbo 10 Plus! Free Shakes are 
available to help crush your hunger!* Call 
us now at 1-800-208-5589 *Conditions 
may apply
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain? 
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO cost 
to you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline 
Now! 1- 800-914-8849
MISCELLANEOUS
KILL BED BUGS and their eggs! Buy Harris 
Bed Bug Killers/KIT Complete Treatment Sys-
tem. Available: Hardware Stores, The Home 
Depot, homedepot.com (ucan)3of4
Protect your home with fully customizable 
security and 24/7 monitoring right from your 
smartphone. Receive up to $1500 in equip-
ment, free (restrictions apply). Call 1-800-290-
9224
Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors. 
Bathroom falls can be fatal.  Approved by Ar-
thritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets. Less Than 
4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors. 
American Made. Installation Included. Call 
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
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ADD YOUR EVENT AT USUSTATESMAN.COM/EVENTS
C C A L E N D A R  |  A U G U S T  2 9 - S E P T E M B E R  1
MONDAY, AUGUST 29
Lighting the Fire: Ceramics Edu-
cation in the American West
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art
Free, 7:00 pm
Movie Monday - The Angry Birds 
Movie
North Logan City Library
Free, 6:30 pm
TUESDAY, AUGUST 30
Lighting the Fire: Ceramics Edu-
cation in the American West
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art
Free, 7:00 pm
Celebrating the Northwestern 
Band of Shoshone during Wells-
ville’s Founder’s Day
Wellsville City Center
Free, 6:30 pm
WEDNESDAY, 
AUGUST 31
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
Lighting the Fire: Creamics Edu-
cation in the American West
Nora Eccles Harison Museum of Art
Free, 7:00 pm
Big Agg Show Music Festival by 
92.3 KBLU
Utah State University Quad
Free, 6:30 pm
Ribbon Cutting
Trapper Park
Free, 11:00 am
Returnig to Math
Taggart Student Center 225B
Free, 7:00 pm
Lighting the Fire: Ceramics Edu-
cation in the American West
Nora Eccles Harrison Museum of Art
Free, 7:00 pm
Auditions for the Murder Mys-
tery Dinner Theatre
The Music Cache
Free, 7:00 pm
Teen Thursday - Mafia & More
North Logan City Library
Free, 7:00 pm
Heart Opening Yoga Workshop
Stokes Nature Center
$25-$35. SNC Members $30 SNC 
Non-Members $35 Student (w\ID) 
$25, 7:00 pm
BIG AGG
SHOW
92.3 KBLU / AGGIE RADIO PRESENTS
LIVE MUSIC
WEDNESDAY  8/31  6:30 PM
DANCE PARTY
ON THE QUAD AT UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY
AGGIERADIO.COM
FREE
MUSIC FESTIVALI  I
SEGO - PANTHERMILK  - MOJAVE NOMADS
 LA FRANTZ - LITTLE BAREFOOT
JOSHUA CLAFIN - DJ TKATT 
FLOAT IS LIKE UBER,
BUT FOR MONEY.
credit
Save Lives & 
Get Rewarded.
Biomat USA
1045 1/2 N Main
Logan, UT 84341
(435) 753-7802
Required Items:
Matching Social 
Security Card & photo 
I.D., proof of address.
www.grifolsplasma.com
Receive a BIG buddy bonus when 
your friend donates twice!
Earn up to
 $260 every
month!
Don’t miss out on this special student offer.
Call: 1-800-XFINITY
Click: xfinity.com/college
Visit: xfinity.com/storelocator
values you
Find    a  Company  that:
JOIN US TODAY
www.convergys.com/careers
Phone: (435) 750 1402
 
#FIZZNFRYZ FACEBOOK.COM/FIZZNFRYZ
111 EAST 1600 NORTH
JUST NORTH OF THe
NORTH LOGAN WALMART
OPEN WEEKDAYS TILL 10PM
WEEKENDS TILL 11PM
• SPECIALTY SODAS & TONS OF MIX-INS
• FRESH CUT FRIES & SAUCES
• YUMMY SUGAR COOKIES
 • HOMEMADE BROWNIES
• BELGIAN SUGAR WAFFLES
• INDOOR & PATIO SEATING
• DRIVE THRU WINDOW
• FREE WI-FI
VISIT US AT BOOTH 226-227
1655 North Main
Logan Utah 84341
435-752-6564
Store Hours
Mon-Fri 10-7, 
Sat 10-5
www.LynnsAudioVideo.com
297 – 4-H
190 – ADC Asian Student 
Assoc.
194 – ADC Black Student 
Union
191 – ADC Interfaith Student 
Union
195 – ADC Latino Student 
Union
192 – ADC Life
193 – ADC Native American 
Student Council
189 – ADC Non-Traditional 
Student Association
196 – ADC Polynesian Student 
Union
276 – Aggie Archers
33 – Aggie Blue Bikes
236 – Aggie Climbing Club
270 – Aggie Game Night
80 – Aggie Radio KBLU 92.3
81 – Aggie Radio KBLU 92.3
283 – Aggies for Christ
161 – Aggies for Israel
78 – Aggies for Liberty 
54 – Aggies Think Care Act
298 – Agriculture Comm. Club
185 – Air Force ROTC
74 – Al’s Sporting Goods
23 – Alaska Coach Tours
273 – Alpha Tau Aplha & Col-
legiate FFA
299 – Altius Test Prep
176 – America First Credit 
Union
102 – American Institute of 
Aeronautics & Astronautics
47 – American Nuclear 
Society-Utah State University
37 – American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers
279 – ASCE
91 – AT&T
118 – Athletics
171 – Beaver Mountain Ski 
Area
110 – Beta Alpha Psi (Business 
School)
237 – Billiards Club
19 – Biological Engineering 
Club
3 – Biomat USA
28 – Blue Turtle Computers
186 – Bridgerland Applied 
Technology College (BATC)
11 – Buckle, Inc.
293 – Buffalo Wild Wings
271 – Bull Pen
53 – Cache Car Wash Family
64 – Cache Valley Fun Park
154 – Cache Valley Mall
147 – Cache Valley Media 
Group
148 – Cache Valley Media 
Group
116 – Cache Valley Transit 
District
44 – Calvary Logan Church
204 – Campus Recreation 
Admin
205 – Campus Recreation 
Aquatics 
208 – Campus Recreation 
Climbing Club Sport
93 – Campus Recreation Club-
Hockey Team
209 – Campus Recreation 
Cycling Club
211 – Campus Recreation 
Mens Lacrosse Club Sport
99 – Campus Recreation Mens 
Rugby Club Sport
97 – Campus Recreation Mens 
Soccer Club Sport
95 – Campus Recreation Mens 
Ultimate Club Sport
206 – Campus Recreation 
Outdoor Programs
101 – Campus Recreation 
Raquetball Club Sport
100 – Campus Recreation 
Rodeo Club Sport
96 – Campus Recreation Swim 
Team Club Sport
94 – Campus Recreation Vol-
leyball Club Sport Team
212 – Campus Recreation Wo-
mens Lacross Club Sport
98 – Campus Recreation Wom-
ens Rugby Club Sport
207 – Campus Recreation-
Baseball Club Sport
35 – Candle of Light-Vela de Liz
210 – Career Services
123 – CarShare and Zimride
32 – Center for Civic Engage-
ment & Service Learning
197 – Center for Women and 
Gender
70 – Chick-Fil-A
73 – Chugz/Twizlberry Frozen 
Yogurt
296 – College of Agriculture & 
Applied Sciences
16 – College of Humanities & 
Social Sciences
4 – Collegians for Christ
151 – Comcast
62 – Complete Nutrition
121 – Complete Student Loans
157 – Convergys
139 – CupBop
140 – CupBop
141 – CupBop
103 – Dept. of Political Science
244 – Dietetic Student As-
sociation
288 – Directive
29 – Dollar Cuts
202 – Dominican Student 
Assoc.
143 – Domino’s
89 – EED Computer Lab
92 – Emma Eccles Jones Col-
lege of Education & Human 
Services
259 – Emma Eccles Jones 
College of Education and Hu-
man Services (CEHS Student 
Council)
7 – Engineering Council
117 – Engineers Without 
Borders
113 – Entrepreneurship Center
114 – Entrepreneurship Club
127 – Even Stevens
291 – Family Career and Com-
munity Leaders of America 
(FCCLA)
27 – Farmers Insurance Re-
becca Thompson agency
203 – Fellowship House
219 – Finance & Economics 
Club
109 – Financial Planning As-
sociation
249 – Financial Wellness Club
60 – Fizz N’ Fryz
24 – Float
220 – Focused Fridays (Busi-
ness School)
238 – Food Recovery Network
174 – Food Science Club
77 – Free Market Environmen-
talists
262 – Freedom Christian Fel-
lowship
58 – Game Grid
245 – Gentlemen’s Acapella 
51 – German Club
253 – Global Communication 
Club
223 – Global Learning Experi-
ences
159 – GNC
66 – Government Relations 
Council
264 – HackUSU
155 – Herbergers
221 – HMA (Business School)
79 – Honors Programs
222 – Huntsman Pro Sales
224 – Huntsman Scholars
119 – HURD
277 – I am that Girl
8 – IEEE
188 – IFC
201 – Indian Student Associa-
tion
108 – Institute of Manage-
ment Accountants (Business 
School)
183 – International Language 
Programs
200 – International Student 
Council
256 – Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship
130 – iPhixd Electronic Repair
231 – Japan Club
232 – JCOM/PR Club
300 – Jerrick’s Fine Jewlery
177 – Jimmy Johns
63 – Jon Harper for Attorney 
General
166 – K Salon and Spa
43 – Keybank
6 – KSM Music
163 – Kubex Fitness
39 – Languages, Philosophy & 
Communication Studies
168 – LazyOne Outlet
260 – LDSSA 
261 – LDSSA 
129 – Lee’s Marketplace
17 – Liberty Tax Service-2615
162 – Logan Lanes, Inc.
156 – Logan Parks and Recre-
ation Department
184 – Logan Peak Dental
281 – Love your Melon
169 – Lutheran Campus 
Ministry
226 – Lynns Audio Video
227 – Lynns Audio Video
106 – MBA (Business School)
292 – Medical Unity
115 – Merrill-Cazier Library
105 – MHR (Business School)
65 – Mike Weinholtz for 
Governor
107 – MMIS (Business School)
46 – Morty’s Cafe
294 – Mountain America Credit 
Union
173 – Mountain Ridge Heli-
copters
41 – Museum of Anthropology
287 – National Alliance on 
Mental Illness
213 – National Volunteer 
Service Public & School 
Patnership
137 – NEHMA
138 – NEHMA
25 – New Life Fellowship
21 – Newegg
22 – Newegg
20 – Northwestern Mutual 
Confirmation
71 – Nutrishop
120 – Office of Information 
Tech.
187 – Office of Research & 
Graduate Studies
75 – Office of Student Orienta-
tion and Transition Services
248 – Operation Smile
240 – Outdoor Industry Student 
Association
263 – Panhellinic
45 – Perfectly Posh by Holli 
Johnson
36 – Phi Upsilon Omicron 
Honor Society
250 – Philosophy Club
214 – Physics/Society of Phys-
ics Students (SPS)
111 – PIB (Business School)
170 – Pizza Pie Café
122 – Pointe Pest Control
225 – Pre-Law Society 
267 – Pre-SOMA Medical Club
124 – Pre-Vet Club
85 – Rage Salons
258 – Reading Faces Club
199 – Residence Hall Associa-
tion
14 – RHA Zombie Aggies
274 – Rotoract
128 – S.E. Needham Jewelers
175 – SACNAS USU Student 
Cahpter
218 – SAEL (Business School)
149 – Salt Lake Express
150 – Salt Lake Express
125 – Samba Internacional
146 – SAMs Club
112 – SEED Program (Business 
School)
83 – Sexual Assault Anti Vio-
lence Office (SAAVI)
217 – SIBED (Business School)
57 – Sports Academy
61 – Strata Policy
243 – Student Alumni Associa-
tion
131 – Student Events, Stage, 
Rockstar
132 – Student Events, Stage, 
Rockstar
133 – Student Events, Stage, 
Rockstar
134 – Student Events, Stage, 
Rockstar
135 – Student Events, Stage, 
Rockstar
136 – Student Events, Stage, 
Rockstar
82 – Student Health & Well-
ness Center
172 – Student Organic Farm
49 – Student Organization for 
Society & Natural Resources 
(SOSNR)
278 – Students for Choice
233 – Survey Sampling Inter-
national LLC
104 – Sustainability Council
198 – The Center for Preg-
nancy Choices
160 – The Dealio
12 – The Quinney College of 
Natural Resources
165 – The Shine Project
126 – The Sportsman
26 – TRIO Student Support 
Services
152 – University Inn and Con-
ference Center
269 – USU AIHA Industrial 
Hygiene Club
167 – USU ASL Club
280 – USU Ballroom Club
242 – USU Big Band Swing 
Club
18 – USU Biomedical En-
gineering Society Student 
Chapter
284 – USU Boardgame Club
90 – USU Campus Store
215 – USU Concrete Canoe 
275 – USU Country Swing Club
9 – USU Credit Union
10 – USU Credit Union
289 – USU Dance Companies
13 – USU English Equestrian 
Team
254 – USU Entomology Club
59 – USU eSports Club
295 – USU Extension
257 – USU Fencing Club
282 – USU Fillipino Club
52 – USU Flight Team
50 – USU Foosball Club
87 – USU Geology Club
290 – USU Gymnastics Club
246 – USU Ham Club
268 – USU Improv
68 – USU Institute of Govern-
ment & Politics
247 – USU Medieval Fencing 
Club
15 – USU MFTSA (Marriage 
Family Therapy Student As-
sociation)
48 – USU Model UN
272 – USU Navigators Club
144 – USU Online
145 – USU Online
164 – USU Plant Science Club
265 – USU Pre-Med Club
266 – USU Pre-OT Club
251 – USU Pre-Pharmacy Club
56 – USU Pre-PT Club
1 – USU Speech and Debate
84 – USU Study Abroad
153 – USU SWE
234 – USU Veterans Associa-
tion
86 – USU Volunteers Around 
the World Medical Chapter
285 – USU Wrestling Club
31 – USU Writing Center
239 – USUSA Women’s Vol-
leyball
34 – Utah Conservation Corps
40 – Utah Public Radio
286 – Utah State Disc Golf Club
255 – Utah State Quidditch 
Club
228 – Utah State RoboSub 
Team
241 – Utah State Secular 
Student Alliance
30 – Utah State University 
Army ROTC (Jim Bridger De-
tachment)
67 – Utah State University Col-
lege Democrats
69 – Utah State University Col-
lege Republicans
252 – Utah State University 
Pre-Dental Club
55 – Utah State’s Social Work 
Student Association (SWSA)
181 – Val R. Christensen Ser-
vice Center-Alternative Breaks
182 – Val R. Christensen Ser-
vice Center-Health & Ability
179 – Val R. Christensen Ser-
vice Center-Main
178 – Val R. Christensen Ser-
vice Center-Social Justice & 
Sustainability
180 – Val R. Christensen Ser-
vice Center-Youth & Education
72 – Vivint Smart Home
235 – Volunteers Around the 
World Dental Chapter
229 – Wells Fargo
230 – Wells Fargo
216 – WIBA (Business School)
2 – Yogurtland
76 – Young Americans for 
Liberty
42 – Young Life
38 – Your Employment Solu-
tions
88 – Youthlinc
158 – Zagg
5 – Zions Bank
45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
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OLD MAIN
DAY ON THE QUAD MAP
UTAH
STATE
UNIVERSITY
STEP RIGHT UP
AUG 29 - SEP 03
MON | AUG 29
Blue Crew | Ice Cream
11 AM | TSC Patios
Carnival
5 PM | The Quad
Movie | Captain America
9 PM | The Quad
TUES | AUG 30
Student Alumni | Popcorn
11 AM | TSC Patios
Student Alumni | BBQ
5 PM | The Quad
High Stakes Bingo
7 - 9 PM  9 - 11 PM | TSC Ballroom
WEDS | AUG 31
Day on the Quad
10:30 AM - 2:30 PM | The Quad
USU Athletics Pep Rally
5:30 PM | TSC Patios
Big Agg Show | Music Festival
6:30 | The Quad
THURS | SEP 01
The HURD | Popsicles
11 AM | TSC Patios
Football Game
6 PM | Maverik Stadium
FRI | SEP 02
Service Center | Cotton Candy
11 AM | TSC Patios
80’s Dance
8 PM | The Quad
SAT | SEP 03
PoBev
9 PM | The Amphitheater
INTERESTED IN 
INTERNATIONAL 
SERVICE?
Give back to your 
community with local 
service and participate in 
a capstone humanitarian 
expedition to Peru!
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO APPLY:
WWW.YOUTHLINC.ORG/APPLY
@youthlinc
- seasonal positions in Alaska
- our upcoming on-campus recruiting visits
- paid/local CDL training program
- compensation package (travel/housing/bonuses)
LOGAN to 
ALASKA for 
See us On the Quad booth #23 and learn about: 
800-658-1042   LibertyTax.com
®
800-658-1042 LibertyTax.com
1433 N Main St Suite 100
Logan, UT 84341
435-787-1040
REGISTER TODAY!
You’ll be on your way to
understanding the complexity of
income tax regulations and the
pursuit of a new car eer.
Booth #17
Small fee for books and supplies
Bring this ad and we’ll give you$25 
o your books! 
